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Programming Specialist/Principal Statistical 
Programmer 
 
Are you an expert SAS programmer who are looking for a diverse and challenging job 
in a friendly environment?  
Then join our statistical programming department that are currently growing and looking for 
statistical specialist or a principal statistical Programmer.    
 

What you will do 
At Larix, you will be part of our Statistical Programming Department in Denmark. We are a 
team of seven statistical programmers, who currently provide statistical programming support 
within the area’s biostatistics and epidemiology. Dependent on the size of the task we either 
work independently or in teams, but we always find time to help each other. 
  
As a member of the programming team, you will typically be responsible for a number of 
clinical studies or other tasks within drug development for different clients. This means that 
you will often handle different indications and development phases at the same time. You will 
work on these tasks either from our offices in Herlev together with colleagues within Larix, or 
you will work from a client’s office in the Copenhagen area together with their staff. Based on 
your preferences and the tasks at hand we try to find a balance that suits you. 
 
Our focus is to deliver quality on time for our customers, which we also expect from you. In 
return, we offer a flexible setting; for example, we are open towards part time- or home-based 
team members.  

 
Who you are 
We are looking for an experienced statistical programmer who finds energy in solving complex 
issues as well as being operational. Ideally, you have  
 

 >10 years’ experience as a statistical programmer 
 You have expert knowledge of SAS, while solid experience with other languages such as 

R, VBA and C++ is an advantage. 
 Prior experience in leading submissions and variation applications. 
 Prior experience with reporting phase I-IV trials and/or epidemiology studies 
 In depth CDISC implementation, validation & mapping experience. 
 Experience with mentoring junior staff and ability to and interest in providing internal 

training courses within the programming area.  
 Can develop tools and standard programs to ease the daily work of programmers and 

statisticians at Larix. 
 Experience with statistical models and performing analysis in SAS is a plus 
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Are you interested? 
We would love to hear from you. To apply for this position, please forward your application and 
CV to job@larixcro.com or by applying here on LinkedIn using EasyApply. Applications will 
be handled by our Business Manager in the order they arrive. 
 
If you would like to hear more about the position or have any questions you are always 
welcome to contact Tu Duyen Le Thi, Head of Statistics and Programming at +45 8188 4224.  
 
We look forward to welcoming you on board - we offer a competitive salary package including 
pension scheme, life and medical cover, ongoing education, and the opportunity to work at 
home from time to time.  

 
Who is Larix? 
Larix A/S is a Nordic Contract Research Organisation (CRO) – we offer full-service solutions 
within the pharmaceutical, biotech and medical device areas. Our headquarters are located in 
Herlev near Copenhagen, and we have strong ties to the thriving pharmaceutical and biotech 
activities in this region. 
 
At Larix, we maintain a friendly atmosphere – we think having fun while working is important, 
and we prioritize creating a work environment with a healthy work-life balance. We are a 
relatively small company with approximately 70 employees, and we have all the benefits of 
being able to collaborate across functions, learn from each other and follow clinical study 
processes from start to finish. 
 
 


